Unleash the Leader Inside You!
Growing Leaders at Every Level.

LEADERSHIP IS:
Positive influence, impacting inspiration

"A LEADER IS SOMEONE WHO DEMONSTRATES what is possible."

5 LEADERSHIP SHIFTS
CONTINUE TO OPERATE AT YOUR FULL POTENTIAL
1. SHIFT FROM VICTIM ➔ LEADER

"Victims talk about people and problems. Leaders talk about possibilities and solutions."

2. SHIFT FROM B&W VISION ➔ BLU-RAY

"Vision is a picture of the future that creates passion in the present."

3. SHIFT FROM ACTIVITY ➔ ACCOMPLISHMENT

"Focus on your MVPs—Most Valuable and Profitable use of time"
4. SHIFT FROM BEING SMART ➔ SMART & HEALTHY

"Fill your 3 Buckets"

5. SHIFT FROM FAST ➔ FINISHING

SUMMIT & FINISH

PASSION

FOOTBALL IS OUR PASSION

CHARACTER

CHARACTER IS OUR COMMITMENT

WE ARE 12

OUR FOCUS IS THE 12

EXCELLENCE

EXCELLENCE IS OUR GOAL
"The legacy you leave is the life you lead."

UNLEASH THE LEADER
INSIDE OF YOU

@stevegutzler  @stevegutzler  www.stevegutzler.com